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Eventbrite: ADA Accreditation Shoot 11th July & First Branch Hunt for 2020 17 to 19 July
Bennies Camp. [Wait Listing only more after 21 June C19 Announcements. Register for 1st
come first in notifications]
Hunting and camping back in Victoria from 1 June
From 11.59pm on 31 May, Victorians will be permitted to return to campsites (without shared facilities) and to
overnight accommodation.
These changes allow Victoria’s 40,000+ licensed deer hunters to travel and hunt more safely and easily and to again
bring the significant economic benefits that deer hunting brings to regional communities which have copped the
‘double whammy’ of the Summer Bushfires and the COVID-19 restrictions.

Read more on ADA’s
Facebook page.
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Self-evidently, with the global pandemic the world we live in has changed dramatically, shutdowns, social isolation,
job losses, borders being closed, and a stop to our hunting and fishing ☹ and buying firearms and ammunition.
Three cheers, this is now rapidly changing
At the time of writing this report, stage 2 easing [from 1 June] means we can now hunt in Victoria and stay overnight
and we can also gather in groups of up to 20 outdoors, while still practicing social distancing. We can’t use shared
facilities at camp sites just yet. The game we hunt is still there aplenty and has had a rest from hunting pressure.
Also, a plus for duck hunters is that there is more water around and cooler conditions. Unfortunately, we have
missed the Fallow and Red Deer Rut, which if one is looking for a silver lining, could mean next year’s hunt will be a
good one, as some of the Bucks & Stags will have had an extra year to grow better antlers.
Be patient as these restrictions won’t last forever and they are for our own good. We are hoping outdoor activities
will be allowed for 50 from 22 June. Fingers crossed.
The ADA has been proactive in sending out information during the shutdown, notifying members what is happening,
as information has become available.
We are encouraging members to get involved in the Branch Facebook Page to share experiences.
https://www.facebook.com/adamelbournebranch/
With hunting picking up, there will be animals taken and photos & stories that would be welcomed on our Facebook
page. This way we can all still be involved through pictures and stories. Call Jacques on 0408 578 088 if you need
help with the FB page.
Hope you all had a chance to get out and gather some quality Game Food recently. Since we have been cooped up I
have been cooking up a storm with the venison and Ducks from the freezer. This has been a great way to still be
involved with hunting as cooking is a great way to escape the stresses of the world.
The April Branch meeting was cancelled due to the C19 restrictions, as these restrictions and social distancing
change, we will let you all know when the next meeting will occur.
The usual June meeting has typically been our Branch AGM. This will be postponed until we have some sort of
normality back. The guest presenter for our next meeting will be announced when we have a set date.
The committee has been conducting meetings via Zoom, so we can plan for restrictions easing, which is NOW. We
are starting back on some aspects of our Branch Calendar, with limited numbers of course:
1. DMP Accreditation Little River BGRC Range [questions Tom Zamanis 0419 582 567, bookings Eventbrite
2. 1st Branch Hunt of the year on 17 to 19 July at Bennies Camp Wabonga. Due toC19 restrictions, numbers are
definitely limited and now wait list only. Also, you will need all your own food and do all your own cooking
Eventbrite for Waitlist. 😊 😊
We still have the medallions for our 2019 Branch Awards to hand out to winners at the next available Branch
meeting, so please stay tuned and come down to receive your medallion and the accolades of your colleagues.
Plans are starting for our Melbourne Branch 50th Anniversary Game Dinner in November. Numbers will be
confirmed as we get closer to the date. We are hoping to have as many past presidents as possible at the function,
to give us a brief understanding of how the Branch was in the early days. We will also be purchasing an Honour
Board, which will be on display at the 50th Dinner.
Thanks to all for your patience and please be safe and look after your families.
Tentative Calendar for the rest of the year follows over page:
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Until the next meeting, whenever that will be!

Best Regards, Gino Lendaro, Melbourne Branch President, Australian Deer Association
melb.pres@austdeer.asn.au 0418 994 281

Pete De ioris, FrankieCamilleri, Charles Gillman, James Hutchings, Liza Peeters, Cameron Creber, Matthew Pearce,
Savvas Savva, Leigh Higman, Remo Lotito, Julian Lucas, Christian Green, Bill Bakopanos, John Lafite, Bruno
Provenzano, Edwin Christian, Theo Karanikos, Brett Bovey, Tim Cook, Michael Drew, Tristan O'Meara, Brendon Hall,
Christopher Rogers, Daryl Snowdon, Jack Snowdon, Chris Jewell, Josh Triplett, Anastasia Jewell, Daniel Anderson, Phil
Mostert, Shane Reilly, Enrico Gazzurra, Vlasios Liakis, Zak Liakis, Daniel Lorenzini, Steven D'Amico
Don’t forget to collect your ADA “Show bag” from the Branch Shop when you come to your first meeting, whenever
that is allowed.

Australian Deer Association Melbourne Branch Meeting
Branch Meeting – April 2020 No minutes due to Covid-19 restrictions.
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June-2020
Hunting dog report
Well this has been anything but a normal start to a hunting
year. The duck season dates not released till the last minute
and then a much later start and shortened season.
Uncertainty in the lead up to the start of hound and quail
hunting season. Then a total lock down because of Covid-19,
unless hunting on your own private property. What a way to
start the year.
So, it was great to be back in the bush once the restrictions had started to be relaxed. Although not been able to
camp out for the first few weeks had taken a lot of the fun out of it and reduced the distance most people would
travel for a hunt.
We have just been hunting local and I think some of the boys may have missed out on a bit of extra practice at the
range, with a number of misses and I got a look at it but could not get a shot. So the first few weeks have not been
that productive, but now that we can get back in the bush and camp it will start returning to a more normal time for
hunting.
In the past few weeks I have spoken to a number of the people working on the roads and forest tracks. It has been
good to see them out and about working on a lot of the roads we depend on for access to hunting areas. One thing
they have all noted and mentioned to me is the higher than usual number of wild dog sightings they have
encountered this year. It could be because there just has not been the human / hunting activity this year because of
the lock down. However numbers and sighting and how brazen these dogs have become in the past few years is
becoming a concern.
The local department are working on a new plan to address these issues.
As always happy and safe hunting, please feel free to contact me if you would like to try or require information
about hound hunting or hounds. This was the best I could do in the lock down. A small fire out the back and the
hound pups chasing rabbits round the yard.
Craig Hill

Hound license testing in Warragul - June 10
Hound hunting for sambar deer is a dynamic, exciting and co-operative pursuit. It's not
for everyone, but it is something that every deer hunter should try at least once.
Any hunter wishing to hunt sambar deer with the aid of hounds must have a Game
License that authorises the use of hounds. This applies to all existing and new Victorian
and interstate hunters wishing to hunt Sambar Deer with hounds. Juniors (aged 12 to 17
years) and international visitors have the opportunity to hunt without doing the test while under direct supervision
of an adult who holds a valid Game Licence and has passed the Hound Hunting Test. For all other hunters, prior to
applying for a Game Licence to hunt with hounds, you need to pass the Hound Hunting Test.
We are working with GMA to provide opportunities for new hunters to be tested across Victoria now that COVID-19
restrictions are beginning to ease.
We have secured a suitable venue in Warragul, in West Gippsland for testing to be conducted on the evening of
Wednesday June 10.
For more information visit the ADA Website.
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Sadly, this is the final edition from our friends and
supporters Bow Hunting Down Under.
We thank them for the supporting of our club.
I would like to encourage all our members who hunt
with bows to take pictures and write articles.
Walk us through how you sight in your bows, types
of arrows, show us equipment you use and what
tips and tricks you use to silently approach wary
targets.

For Sale
Large charcoal spit, with 240 volt motor stainless
steel shaft with fittings. Perfect for a full lamb,
young pig or small deer. $300.00. Perfect working
order. Ring Gino 0418 994 281
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Walter’s Musings, June 2020
I hope you all are managing to cope in these difficult times.
At least we can now go camping and hunting again. I went
to chase ducks last Sunday with a couple of mates. Given
that camping was still not allowed then, the 3.15 am wake
up and 3 hour drive was hard to take. Much to my surprise,
there were very few ducks around. Not to mention any
names, but a certain branch treasurer managed to fall over
and go completely under, including his shotgun. Ducks 1:
us 0. I did get a phone call the next day, asking how to take
the stock off his shotgun so as to completely dry and oil it.
As I mentioned last time, if you membership is due and you
are experiencing financial hardship, please email
natmem@austdeer.asn.au, as we have options to help you
through.
The State-run Hunter Education course at Forest Edge has
been cancelled. Depending on the social gathering rules,
we may run it late in the year. Watch out for any updates
emailed to you from the association.
Currently, meetings of up to 20 people can be held if physical spacing can be maintained. Some smaller branches are
now holding meetings and some are doing hound hunting test. If you would like to do the test, please let our
committee know and we will be able to organise it, if we get about 15 members interested.
It’s been quiet on the political scene. State Parliament has just started sitting and hunting-related issues are not high
on the agenda.
The National ADA executive has been discussing some deer research with academics and will shortly announce a
research project.
The new ADA National treasurer has been busy resolving the way the association treats GST, and within weeks will
contact branch treasurers and let them know how they are to operate correctly when processing GST.
The National Executive has decided to no longer issue membership cards when members join or renew. This will
save the association close to $20,000 per year. They are in the process of setting up an online renewal system so
that members can print their own membership card. In the meantime, if you want or need a membership card, you
can contact the membership office and they will post one out natmem@austdeer.asn.au. Our branch no longer
requires members to present their membership card when we hold events, as we can check the database. This is to
make sure the member is current, so they are covered by our insurance policy. I encourage members who attend
our branch events to please get a copy of their membership card.
As Melbourne branch is still not holding branch meetings, if you have a hunting/deer related issue to discuss, please
contact the branch executive members or me. Our numbers are in the back of this newsletter.
Hope to see you out and about in the hills,
Regards, Walter Albert.
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Red Wine Braised Hare
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If you wish to read this very large notification please click on the button link below.
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Our ADA store now stocks these new items.
Fenix Torches:

See Tech article 2 April Edition for a review

Mesh Gloves:
Butcher’s Aprons:
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Members out and about.

Early results!
Three different animals.
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Gino and some of his Master Chef
creations. From venison wantons to
venison pie, sausages and steaks to
venison sausage stew. And let’s not forget
those old chestnuts!

Gino says it’s all in the
preparation!
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Success comes from doing the work and not giving up when everything is against you.
By Frank Galea
I'd worked a pretty hard week as an essential service worker and by Saturday afternoon I was buggered. I let my wife
know that I was planning on hunting on Sunday. She was happy to see me go and have some R&R in the bush.
I awoke on Sunday morning feeling a little undecided:
should I go or not? The feelings of guilt about leaving my
family combined with the 2.5-hour drive was making the
afternoon hunt look more like a chore than a hobby. I
relayed my feelings to my wife and her words were, "The
days you don't feel like going are the days you really need
to be out there". Wise words as you will soon see. I’m
forever thankful to have a supportive wife who understands
a man’s need for recreation.
With my wife's encouragement I got my gear ready. As I
was doing this I could see my Jack Russell, Radar was ever
so excited, running from the backdoor to side door. He
knew we were going hunting and seemed more excited
than me!
Loaded up, I said my good byes and my son’s farewell
words were "Daddy go bear hunting. No deer. Shoot a big
bear daddy." It put a smile on my face as I drove out the driveway. Such a great feeling leaving your family in such
happy circumstances.
I arrived at the service track some 2.5 hours NE of Melbourne and hordes of four-wheel drives were leaving. I must
have passed at least 30 on their way out as I drove in.
Once I reached my spot all I could hear was four-wheel drives and trail bikes. With this unusual amount of traffic, I
decided to do a little drive around the area I wanted to hunt to make sure no other hunters were parked up. Luckily
it was all clear.
I parked up got my gear out and began my descent off the ridgeline.
The thermals and wind direction were favourable and although the
ground was nice and soft, there was an abundance of dry forest
litter which made it extremely hard to move quietly. About 75m
below the ridgeline I began gully hopping, looking ahead and below
into the thickest parts hoping to see a speck of brown or a hint of
movement. Deer sign was minimal.
I spotted nothing over the 4 gullies I'd crossed. Even Radar hadn’t
picked up a scent or trail. The bikes and cars were still hammering
around the forest and there was even someone target shooting in
the nearby farm below. With all the noise about, I was convinced
that the deer had moved to quieter areas.
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With the odds seemingly stacked against me, I thought about pulling the pin a little earlier to get home at a
reasonable hour. I pushed those thoughts aside and continued on, moving from the larger gullies I had just traversed
to a set of smaller, more intimate gullies ahead.
As I began my climb into the first of the smaller gullies Radar began to show
signs of something present! I slowed down, keen for any kind of activity and
sighted … a small wallaby. Unsatisfied, we moved into the next gully which
was surrounded by head high bracken. Once again, Radar began to show
clear signs that something was in the gully. Based on his behaviour, I was
confident the prize this time would be a deer.
I stopped and used my binoculars, carefully scanning the opposite face
hoping for a hint of hind of hoof. Amongst the greys and browns of the
bush, I suddenly spotted it; an antler! Carefully adjusting a few centimeters
to my right, a beautiful Sambar stag, partially concealed by a tree, came into
view. He was looking in my direction, alert but not alarmed. I knew I only
had a few seconds to compose myself, and I made the most of it, steadying
my breathing and my rifle. Fortunately, there was enough of him exposed
for a clear shot. Lining the dot up on his right shoulder, instinct took over. I
squeezed that trigger, sending a 180sst from my 3006 flying into his engine
room. It dropped him on the spot however the beast still attempted to
stand up and flee. Having previously lost 2 deer in similar circumstances, I sent two more into his neck to put him
down for good.
With my prize secure, my excitement built. I walked over, thanked the magnificent animal for its life and made some
phone calls to my favourite people to let them know what I had just achieved. Sharing my success helped ease the
adrenaline coursing through my body.
It was late in the afternoon and by the time I'd taken a number of selfies/photographs and made a quick Facebook
post, daylight was quickly disappearing. I set about preparing the carcass for transport.
After I removed the head and then the back legs, a horrific thought dawned on me.
It was now pitch black.
I was alone in mineshaft territory.
1.5km from the car.
2.5 hours from home and travel restrictions in place.
I had to make a tough decision. Either attempt the
dangerous treks back and forth hauling back the trophy
and meat in the dark OR take what I could carry and risk
leaving the rest to the elements. Reason and logic
prevailed and I decided to take the latter course of action.
There was no way I could walk back in and carry two huge
legs and backstraps out and be home before midnight.
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Leaving the meat behind, I said a quick prayer hoping it would still be there when I returned the following day, I
began the trek out. The weight of the head on my backpack was a challenge; grueling but also keen reminder of my
success.
When I got home, I was surprised to find my son still awake. My wife had
let him stay up so he could see what I'd achieved and so we could
celebrate it together. It may not have been the bear he wanted but he was
super excited anyway to see the huge deer head in the back of my ute,
antlers and all.
I hardly slept that night worrying if the meat would be safe overnight and
those fears followed me into work the next day. I told my boss what
happened and he was so impressed he sent me out early to go retrieve
the best part of any hunt; the meat! Luckily, it was all there and I was close
enough to another service track to reduce the walkout distance.
Trophy and meat both now recovered safely I could truly appreciate what
I'd achieved.
Had I not taken my wife's advice I wouldn’t be basking in the joy that
comes only from a successful hunt.

Every trip is a trip closer to achieving our goals. Get out there and enjoy.
Happy hunting.
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There has been no FUG meeting since our last ROAR, so there is nothing to report.
Regards,
Joe
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How reloads can be better than factory: Courtesy Of Ian Gould, Central Victorian Branch.
Why reload? Some people reload to save money, others to get more accuracy. Some because you can tailor a load
that can’t get from factory ammunition. And some just because it’s fun or satisfying, like a fly fisher tying flies rather
than buying them. In part 1, I’ll look at the cost savings.
If you are on a tight budget,
you could buy a Lee Loader
kit which has the very basics
for about $65. This has
everything you need to load,
but it’s slow and doesn’t full
length size the brass, just
neck size (which is only what
a lot of target shooters do
anyway). A reasonable quality projectile will cost about $60 per 100 or $0.60 each. Primers about $6.50 per 100 or
$0.065 each. Powder is one of the biggest costs. You’ll get about 140 loads for a 308W out of a 500g bottle of
AR2208 which costs about $55 or $0.39 each. The cost of 20 reloads, excluding brass will cost about $1.13 each or
$23.00 for twenty. A low cost box of 20 factory bullets will cost around $35.00 so you save about $12 per box of 20.
You can either buy new brass or save brass from factory ammunition or scrounge some from a range. If you save the
brass from factory ammo, the brass effectively costs $12 per 20 (the savings on each box) Because brass doesn’t last
forever (you lose some, necks get brittle and crack or grow thicker and longer etc), if you get 5—10 reloads on
average, brass will cost $0.06—$0.12 per load. ($1.20—$2.40 per box of 20) reducing your savings to about $10 per
box.
So, with a very simple Lee Loader, you need to load about 7
boxes of 308’s before you get your investment back. If you
only use 1 box a year, it’s probably not worth it just for the
cost saving. And with a simple Lee Loader, (because you’re
using a basic scoop measure without a scale) you can’t load
close to maximum and it won’t be as powerful as factory
ammo, but will be pretty good all the same.
If you buy premium bullets, the savings are a bit different.
Premium 308 factory ammunition is about $55 per box. If you
load, say Woodleigh bullets instead, your projectile cost is
about $0.85 each instead of $0.60. 20 reloads might cost $30
per 20 compared to $55 for premium factory ammunition. Savings increase to $25 per box.
But if you’re shooting premium bullets, you’ll probably want to try to match factory performance. This means higher
velocity and more consistent powder weights than a Lee Loader can give you, because the Lee powder measures are
not very accurate. So now you also need a powder scale, powder thrower and powder funnel and a case chamfer
tool. Your investment in gear just to the point where you should have bought a kit to start with. An entry level Lee
kit is about $300, RCBS about $900 including dies. If you shoot 2 boxes a year, it will take you 6 or more years to
cover the cost of your gear.
With the magnums, the savings are a bit better. In 338 Win Mag, the reloaded cost with a premium bullet is about
$40 for 20 compared to $95 or more for premium factory ammunition.
Unless you do a lot of shooting or you already have an investment in a reloading press and other equipment, saving
money probably isn’t going to be the reason you should reload. But by reloading and bringing the cost down, you
might shoot more!
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Review of Kuiu Bino Hunting Harness: Courtesy Of Gino Lendaro, Melbourne Branch
Some of you might be accustomed KUIU hunting gear from the US. It is high quality merchandise developed by
hunters, for hunters. KUIU have a large range of items, but I’m focusing on their Binocular Harness. Given that
Binoculars are a very important tool of the trade for deer hunters. Good quality binoculars are as important as the
optics on your rifle. Buy the best quality optics your
budget allows. I would say don’t rush in to purchase
lesser quality optics as cheap isn’t cheap, especially in
the field. If you buy good quality optics they will outlast
your hunting life. If you can’t see your target you won’t
succeed in taking an animal. In my opinion, the
European brands are by far superior to the others. You
need good quality glass to produce good optics. Our
Branch is lucky to have Leica and Swarovski, as sponsors.
My younger son Christian loves his Backpack hunts and
introduced me to the KUIU Binocular Harness. I was sick
of my Binoculars bouncing and hanging or my body. Most of you would have either the straps that came with your
binoculars or the standard Bino Bra harness, once you have tried these you would think where have these items
been all your life. I have had a heavy duty ‘standard’ style of harness for my large 15 x 56 binos, but once I
purchased the larger KUIU harness, I realised how uncomfortable I have been walking around the bush previously.
Most harnesses open on the top towards you, which is a nuisance. the KUIU open away from your body, which is
excellent. The opening lid has a magnetic closure,
which keeps it closed and is silent to open. This
harness holds the binos tight to your chest and
allows you to move around without noticing that
you are wearing them. There is plenty of
adjustment and it will keep your highly prized binos
out of the elements. They come with a pocket on
each side to put small items in. I have a small
container, with talcum powder in it to check the
wind in mine. The harness is waterproof and
available in two sizes. We have one pair of
Leica 10 x 42 in one and a 15 x 56 in the larger sized
unit.
I highly recommend having a look at the KUIU site,
to see what we Australians are missing out on. It’s a
pity that the Aussie dollar is so low against the US dollar but it’s still allows purchases for from thier large range. The
delivery time is around two weeks.
Regards,
Gino Lendaro
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Staying Alive:

Courtesy Of Ian Gould, Central Victorian Branch

There are not many things that will kill you in the bush. However, the most dangerous part of a hunt is driving
home. Most accidents happen over 100km from home (when you are tired or on unfamiliar roads) alternately,
within a few kilometres of home (when you are tired and relaxed on familiar roads). So, when you are driving home,
be aware of these dangerous times.
The next most common cause of accidental deaths in Australia
is falls. In NZ, (where they survey these things) falls are the
most common type of hunting accidents. Be aware and watch
your footing.
But apart from falling off a rock ledge or shooting yourself
crossing a fence or log (always unload!) the main things that
might kill you in the bush are hyperthermia (cold),
hypothermia (heat), snake bite, other hunters (why we wear
orange) and lack of water. I couldn't find any statistics on it,
but I think especially for deer hunters in cooler months,
hyperthermia is the biggest risk.

Last year I hunted in NZ with Jorgie (Peter Jorgensen). We both did "spot and stalk"
hunts; I went one direction on a red stag, Jorgie another for Chamois. By the time Jorgie
shot, skinned and broke down his chamois, he didn't have enough time to get back to
camp before dark. Given there was too much of a falls risk in the dark in the country we
were in, he made a fire, ate chamois backstraps for dinner and bedded down for the
night. You might also find yourself in the bush overnight one day.
If you find yourself lost, or geographically embarrassed, stay where you are. If you find
yourself doubting your map and compass or GPS, settle down. Make a hot cuppa or
have a drink of water and rest. Remember, your map and compass are probably right.
Use them and your common sense to find the right direction and get back on track.
If you are stuck out overnight, don't panic. The only real danger is hypothermia and the
main risk of that comes from being wet in the wind and cold. Don't wait until it's dark to
look for some shelter and make a fire.
If you are hunting with the branch and you are in the area where you said you would be, other members from camp
will come looking for you. If you are not hunting with the branch, you should have told others where you'll be (fill
out the "hunting plan" on the page following camp details) and others will come look for you.
If you have a mobile phone or UHF radio, turn them on and see if you can contact anyone. Get on high ground and
try again. To get attention of anyone who may be within range, fire a shot into the air. A couple of extra rounds of
ammunition can be a comfort for signalling others (3 shots with regular spacing—within a minute—is a recognised
distress signal).
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Should you hit your PLB? Melbourne Branch recommends everyone have a Personal Locator
Beacon (PLB). These cost less than $300, have a life of around 10 years and save lives. These
should only be activated if you are in "grave and imminent danger". In 2006 a Queensland man
was fined $30,000 for a false alarm (the cost of the rescue, while he was asleep on his boat). Your
PLB is your "last resort" but don't hesitate if you are at real risk, for example if you broke your leg
or were bitten by a snake in an area without other help. If hypothermia is a genuine risk, I'd hit
the PLB alert.

HYPOTHERMIA
If where you are hunting, there is a chance you might find yourself overnight in the bush,
here is a few things you could have in your daypack to make yourself a bit more
comfortable and safer.
First off, your spirits will always be better if you have some light. A 100mm (6") Cyalume
Corporation Glow Stick will give up to 12 hours of light. If others are looking for you, it
makes you easier to see in the dark and otherwise is just nice to have. They only cost a
couple of dollars and weigh very little in your pack. It's also good to have a head light and
spare batteries.
Hypothermia is a real killer. It is the condition when your body core temperature drops below 35C. This is more
than just feeling cold, it is life threatening.
PREPARATION: First of all, DON’T wear cotton in cooler
weather. Wet cotton stays wet and makes you colder.
Your clothing needs to be ‘layered’ and made from
wool or synthetics like polar fleece or polypropylene.
And if there was any chance of rain or snow, you'll
have a waterproof and windproof jacket. And you'll
have some good gear in your day pack.
You can make a shelter for the night, by building a humpy. Some of the cord you have in your pack that's useful
when breaking down a carcass will be useful to make a humpy. Gather bark, leaves and other detritus from the
forest floor for insulation to sleep on and under. In your daypack, you'll probably have a lightweight emergency foil
blanket to help keep warm. You can make a poncho out of the garbage bag in your pack that you also have for
covering venison in your carry out. You'll want to make a fire. If it's raining and everything is wet, you'll want more
than matches or lighter. You'll want to make a fire and you'll want more than matches. And, if your core
temperature drops, your heart and nervous system don't work properly.
Symptoms include:
·
Uncontrolled Shivering
·
Clumsiness or lack of coordination, confusion
·
Memory loss, Drowsiness and low energy
·
Slurred speech or mumbling
·
Slow shallow breathing and weak pulse
·
Unconsciousness

Confused thinking can prevent self-awareness.
The biggest threat is being wet in the cold and wind. If you
are dry and out of the wind, you might be uncomfortable
but you'll be ok. Preparation is important to survival. So. if you know you're going to be stuck overnight, start
preparing for it while it's still light.
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Find somewhere good to shelter, maybe a stag's couch, or a large hollow tree. Anywhere out of the wind and rain. If
you've used your last hexamine tablets making a hot drink (a kidney shaped canteen that slips over an ex-army water
bottle can be heated with solid fuel tablets for a hot cuppa when you stop for lunch) then you'll need the pieces of
bicycle inner tube or Vaseline covered cotton wool you have as emergency firelighters.
DON'T run around a tree to try to get warm. All you'll do it use up energy and if your blood sugar levels are low and
you're fatigued, hypothermia is a bigger risk. To keep up energy and blood sugar levels, it's a good idea to have
some emergency chocolate or something sugary in your pack.
DON'T drink untreated water. When it's cold and wet, you're not going to die from thirst, but contaminated water
can make you really sick; you don't want to start vomiting. Boil some water (in your kidney shaped canteen) or use
purification tablets or a filter.
Essential Items to Carry in Your Bag
• Small survival kit (matches, compass, small first aid kit, blister kit, pain killers)
• Light rain gear
• Map & GPS
• PLB
• Binoculars
• Extra knife and sharpening stone
• Head lamp
• Cotton handkerchiefs
• Bug repellent
• Water bottle, water tablets and/or water filters
• Snacks (power bars, Wilderness Athlete, power gels)
• Extra socks
• Mini Leatherman
• Phone with maps downloaded offline.
• Garbage bags x 3
• Nylon cord
• Toilet Paper
• Antibacterial wipes
• Hunting essentials (licenses, tags, extra ammo)
• Meat bags
• Emergency blanket (foil)
What should I have left on the dashboard of my car and at home?
My hunting plan for the trip. Where, when and how long I expect to be out of contact.
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The following has now been in play for some time now successfully and applies to all Branch sanctioned events
involving firearms. The Branch has for some time conducted a safety briefing and organised events consistent with
the aim of promoting the responsible and safe use of firearms. All members wishing to participate in Branch events
will need to comply with these requirements and Branch Policy. This work builds on the Branch’s efforts previously.
Australian Deer Association Melbourne Branch Safety Code
Code is designed to ensure the safety of the public and fellow hunters.
Code applies to all ADA approved hunts.
Adherence to Code is a condition of participating in hunts.
Breaches of the Code, including failure to follow the instructions of a safety officer or a committee member, may result
in disciplinary consequences.
Safety Code Summary
Firearms to be unloaded BEFORE going onto public roads, private land [unless legally hunting] and BEFORE entering
camp.
All hunters to go to check-in immediately upon entering or leaving the camp site, each and every time.
Firearms to be presented to Branch Safety Officer, making sure it is pointing in a safe direction [typically barrel
skywards] with the action open and magazines either removed or open.
Safety Officer will issue a breech flag for each firearm, which is to remain in the firearm until at the hunting area. And
then reinserted and shown to the Safety Officer upon returning to camp for every hunting session.
Firearms are to be stored in rifle bag / lock box at all times in camp. TO BE CLEAR, NO FIREARM TO BE REMOVED FROM
BAG / HARD BOX WHILE IN CAMP.
Rifle maintenance shall only be carried out in a designated area.
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2019/20 Deer Hunting Season in Victoria, Public holidays, Public SchoolTerms and Observances
To make diary planning easier, here is some calendar information for you to plan against the Branch diary. The deer
hunting sea- son information was sourced from the Game Management Authority web site.

2020
Branch Meetings are held at the Austrian Club, 90 Sheehan Road, Heidelberg West
Starting at 7.30pm [Currently Suspended due to Covid 19]
When

What

Where

Who

July 11th

DMP Accreditation Shoot

SSAA Little River, Members only. Family & friends
Big Game Rifle Club can observe

July 17 – 19 TBC

Branch Hunt. [Waitlisted, as we
are fully subscribed]

Aug 13

Branch meeting: Sarah Grazia
Sausages made simple.

TBC

Members & guests

Sept 10

Auction Night

TBC

Members & guests Entry fee
allows people to bid

Sept 18 – 20 TBC

Branch Hunt.

TBC

Members and immediate family
only Eventbrite

Oct 8

Branch meeting: Cameron Johnson presentation on
hunting in Africa

Members & guests

Nov 28

Melb. Branch 50th Anniversary
Game Dinner

Members and guests Eventbrite

Dec 10

Branch meeting: Trade night & the draw for Snake
Island, Blond Bay & Boole Poole Hog Deer Ballot

Bennies Camp
Wabonga

Austrian Club
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2019/20 Deer Hunting Season in Victoria, Public holidays, Public SchoolTerms and Observances
To make diary planning easier, here is some calendar information for you to plan against the Branch diary. The deer
hunting sea- son information was sourced from the Game Management Authority web site.
Seasonal road closures

http://www.gma.vic.gov.au/hunting/deer/where-to-hunt/seasonal-road-closures

Hog deer season

1 April to 30 April each year [limit of 1 male and 1 female]

Quail Season

The season starts on April 4 and closes on June 30 – with a daily bag limit of 20 birds

Sambar [Hound Hunting]

1 April to 30 November. Except the period from the Friday before Easter Sunday to the

Daylight Saving starts &
finishes

2:00 am on 1st Sunday in October and 2.am on the first Sunday in the following April

Alpine National Park Road
Closures

https://www.parks.vic.gov.au/get-into-nature/safety-in-nature/seasonal-road-closures

Easter

2 April 2020 to 5 April inclusive 2021

Red, Sambar, Fallow, Chi-

All year [no bag limits]

Mother’s Day

Sunday, 9 May 2021

Queen’s Birthday

Monday 14 June 2021

Winter Solstice

21 June [for all you Pagans out there 😊

Term 2

Saturday, 27 June 2020 to Sunday, 12 July 2020

Father’s Day

Sunday, 6 September 2020

AFL Grand Final

TBA in 2020

Term 3

Saturday, 19 September 2020 to Sunday, 4 October 2020

Melbourne Cup

3 Nov for 2020

Summer Solstice

21 December

Term 4

Saturday, 19 December 2020 to Tuesday, 26 January 2021

Multi-cultural observances can be found here:

https://www.harmony.gov.au/events/calendar
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Melbourne Branch Committee 2019/20
Role
President – Gino Lendaro
Vice President – Walter Albert
Secretary – Jacque de La Porte
Assistant Secretary – Joe Puma
Treasurer – Jeffrey Owen
Communications Officer - Peter Halcomb

Phone
Email
0418 994 281
melb.pres@austdeer.asn.au
0408 319 067
melb.vp@austdeer.asn.au
0408 578 088
melbourne.sec@austdeer.asn.au
0481 231 190
joe@terengroup.com
0408 109 609
melb.treas@austdeer.asn.au
0414580740
melb.comms@austdeer.asn.au
Committee Members
Dwayne Peel
0411 058 614
cramer99@hotmail.com
Mark Fitzmaurice
0412 641 963
zephyr39@optusnet.com.au
Jacque de La Porte
0408 578 088
info@impalabullets.com.au
Bruce Oswald
0497 871 844
b.oswald@unimelb.edu.au
Paul Kotlarewski
0419 556 398
kotlarewski@yahoo.com.au
Val Zelenbaba
0412 560 874
valzelenbaba@gmail.com
Adrian Colarusso
0411 718 777
pcolarusso@hotmail.com
Jeffrey Owen
0408 109 609
jeff@jboengineering.com.au
Frank Favrin
0402 273 243
ffavrin@hotmail.com
Tom Zamanis
0419 582 567
melb.tom@austdeer.asn.au
Kieran Connell
0403 025 428
kezz1957@gmail.com
Melbourne Branch Sub-Committees & Coordinators
Sponsorship Officer
Gino Lendaro
Social Media Officer
Jacque de La Porte
Roar Editor
Kieran Connell
Branch Hunt Coordinator & helpers
Paul Kotlarewski
Gino Lendaro & Val Zelenbaba
Branch Hunt Catering Officer & helper
Mark Fitzmaurice
Jeffery Owen
Outdoor Shop
Dwayne Peel
Val Zelenbaba
Deer Management Programme Accreditation
Tom Zamanis
Coordinator & helper
Culinary Events Coordinator
Frank Favrin
Raffle Coordinator & helper
Adrian Colarusso
Bruce Oswald
Sunday Island Education Weekend for Snake Island, Bruce Oswald
Dwayne Peel
Blond Bay & Boole Poole Hog Deer Ballot
Val Zelenbaba
Peter Halcomb
Mark Fitzmaurice
Gino Lendaro
Branch Game Food Dinner Coordinator & helper
Frank Favrin
Kieran Connell & Gino Lendaro
Melbourne Branch Delegates
Firearm Users Group Delegates
Joe Ellul
0431 080 956
Walter Albert
joe.ellul@hotmail.com
Hound Hunting Delegate
Craig Hill
0409 144 270
chi28533@bigpond.net.au
Branch Scorer
Bruna Folina
9 Kestral Rd
0437 386 573
South Morang 3752
Club Meeting Facility Contact (Austrian Club)
Greg Reiterer
90 Sheehans Rd
03 9459 8686
Heidelberg West 3081
Branch Mailing Address
PO Box 258 Bulleen. Victoria. 3105
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